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KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS

The Oracle Enterprise Single Sign-On Suite Plus (ESSO Suite
• True single sign-on for all

the applications and
resources in the
enterprise, with no
modification required to
existing applications
• Saves end users’ time and

Plus) is a solution that simplifies ESSO deployments for system
administrators while also extending the benefits of Enterprise
single sign-on to users who are remote and mobile. For
organizations that have users who need access to ESSO from

aggravation in having to
remember and manage
dozens of separate
passwords and
usernames

for to click and run ESSO from anywhere. Unlike any other

• Saves helpdesk time and

traditional installation or does not depend on the browser to

money in responding to
user requests to reset
forgotten passwords,
providing very high ROI
• Vastly improves password

security and eliminates
“password sharing”, since
passwords are now
random, strong, and
hidden.
• Enables users to securely

reset their own Windows
passwords, providing
additional convenience
and cost savings
• Supports secure

deployment in “kiosk”
environments, where
users roam between
various workstations, each
of which supports multiple
users.
• Enables seamless

retrofitting of strong,
multifactor authentication
to the desktop and to all
legacy applications, thus
meeting mandates such
as HSPD-12, and
positioning the enterprise
for the upcoming
convergence of logical
and physical security
• The Enterprise Single

Sign-on Suite Plus is
composed of the following
integrated components:

anywhere and at any time, ESSO Suite Plus provides the ability
product on the market, ESSO Suite Plus does not require a
achieve ubiquitous user access.
On the Go Install of Enterprise Single Sign-On Anytime, Anywhere
Most organizations these days have different types of users like employees, partners
and customers who need access to enterprise applications on a regular basis from
different locations. The ESSO Suite Plus provides one deployment package and
removes the limitations of traditional software installation, allowing enterprises to
take advantage of anywhere anytime single sign-on access for employees and
partners. Employees get fast, secure access to enterprise applications no matter the
location, no matter which computer-whether they are traveling away from the office,
roaming between computers, or working at a shared workstation not managed by the
enterprise.
Faster Deployments, Updates and Rollback
With traditional software installation a thing of the past, administrators simply host
the ESSO Suite Plus online for users to download. Users will download and run
ESSO with a simple click of a button from a host website or a network file share.
This offers true ESSO portability. This will allows software updates and rollbacks to
be applied automatically and managed from a central location. This installation
strategy speeds deployments by eliminating the need for scheduled push procedures
for installation. The strategy also helps avoid traditional installation problems, such
as the need for administrative rights on the destination computer. The deployment
packages are version controlled which facilitates easy and more reliable rollbacks.

Enabling ESSO for More Users
Many organizations have remote users, such as hospitals with doctors who have
their own private practices. Others have users that have ESSO in one location, but
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Logon Manager,
Password Reset,
Authentication Manager,
Kiosk Manager,
Provisioning Gateway and
ESSO Anywhere.
• For organizations that

have users who must
have access to ESSO on
any computer at any time,
ESSO Suite Plus provides
the ability for them to click
and run Oracle Enterprise
Single Sign-on product
from anywhere. Unlike any
other product on the
market, Oracle Enterprise
Single Sign-on does not
require a traditional
installation or does not
depend on the browser to
simplify ubiquitous .user
access.

not from other locations, and so they still have to remember their passwords,
defeating the purpose of ESSO. The on-demand install of ESSO suite Plus brings in
true portability and can address ESSO needs for a wider audience in an organization
such as for remote, mobile and temporary users, including partners, outsourcers,
contractors and other non-employees.
.
Additional Cost Savings using Oracle ESSO Suite Plus
The on-demand install strategy for ESSO suite Plus offers faster deployment and
updates of the ESSO products enabling organizations that have costly, laborious
and/or slow software distribution processes with a rapid deployment option. For end
users, the functionality is identical to that of the Standard ESSO Suite edition. The
reliable and simplified updates and rollbacks through versioning is an additional cost
saver.
Summary
In a world where security and convenience almost always work at cross-purposes to
each other, and where every incremental increase in security typically comes at the
cost of a degradation of usability, the Oracle ESSO Suite Plus stands out as a
product which offers compelling improvements in security, and at the same time is
highly esteemed by the end-user population for the comprehensive improvements in
the usability it brings. And not only are the indirect cost savings from reduced user
downtime of inestimable value, the product pays for itself in record time from a
reduction in direct costs derived from reduced helpdesk staff hours.
The ESSO Suite Plus installation strategy speeds deployments by eliminating the
need to perform system integration tests before deploying the software and then
relying on desktop refresh or scheduled push procedures for installation. The
strategy also helps avoid traditional installation problems, such as the need for
administrative rights on the destination computer. In addition, it allows software
updates and rollbacks to be applied automatically and managed from a central
location.
Contact Us
For more information about Oracle® Enterprise Single Sign-On Suite Plus, please
visit oracle.com or call +1.800.ORACLE1 to speak to an Oracle representative.
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